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Written primarily for third- and fourth-year medical students in clerkships, Medicine Recall, Fourth

Edition covers the core specialty areas within internal medicine: cardiology, pulmonology,

nephrology, gastroenterology, hematology, oncology, infectious disease, endocrinology, allergy and

immunology, rheumatology, neurology, and dermatology. The book is written in the rapid-fire Recall

Series question-and-answer format, with the question on the left side of the page and the answer on

the right. Mnemonics are interspersed throughout. Each chapter is written by faculty, students, and

fellows and emphasizes diagnosis and treatment.
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This book is a helpful Q&A type review book - if you are the type who does well with questions.Book

is set up in Question/Answer format - by Systems.For instance, under Endocrinology: Anterior

Pituitary Gland: What stimulates release of ADH? Answer is in the column to right of question - very

handy.Mnemonics are also used in the answers, where applicable.I have the Kindle version - easy

to maneuver about throughout the book.

the book is structured in a question answer format, which is great for quizzing and studying, and

gets straight to the pearls , and hits the high points that are on tests, I used this in PA school, did

great



This one, and the advanced medicine recall are almost the same book, just a few addition and

subtraction of questions. I think they figured they could make more money by taking the old big one,

split it into two with some doubling up of the questions.

Very concise and handy. Can bring it anywhere even in the park when I bring the kids. Updated too.

Price is affordable.

Nice overview book and gives a good review of all the systems. The book is small enough to keep

with you as a reference book .

Very happy with this purchase. Covers a lot of information but it is well organized and the question

style is easy to review!

Great review of Medicine in a question--answer format.

Excellent text.
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